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system operations of certain 
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(Filed April 18, 1984) 

OPINION ON JOINT P.E1'ITION BY 
TB:& O:rvxSXON OF RATEPAYER ADVOCA1'ES AND 

PACIFIC GAS AND Er..EC'l'RXC COMPANY 
I~Q~X2H QF DECISION 87-04-932 

7 

Pacific Gas and Electric company (PG&E) and the 
Commission's Division of Ratepayer Advocates'(DRA) have proposed a 
series of modifications to the Qualifying Facilities Milestone 
Procedure (QFMP) as it affects qualifying facilities (QFs) which 
are seekinq transmission access in PG&E's·northern constrained 
area. In that portion of PG&E's service territory, there are 
transmission constraints which preclude the unlimited addition of' 
new QFs to its system., The'proposed.modifications are intended to 
make additional transmission allocations available to waitin9 QFs 
DY encouraginq QFs with no hope of 'development within their 5-year 
contractual deadlines to relinquish claim!;; they may have to 
transmission access. Most of the projects seeking transmission 
access have contractual commitments to come on-line within the next 
12 months. 

The efforts of PG&E and ORA to address this issue arc 
commendable. It is evident that the two petitioners have worked 
extensively with concerned QFs in an effort to· forge a workable 
approach. In addition, P~&E and ORA offered to modify some aspects 
of their proposal in response to-problems raised 4urinq the comment 
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period. Nonetheless, their efforts have underscored the diffieulty 
in making elevent~-hour adjustments to a one-time program in a way 
which preserves legitimate business expectations while remaining 
consistent with our over-all goals in the implementation of the OF 
program. In this decision, we reject the Petition to Modify 
because we are not convinced that it would achieve its stated 
goals; nor are we persuaded that the balance of OF and ratepayer 
interests is best served by changing the OFMP, as it affects 
pro; ects in the transmission-constrained areas', at this late date. 
Prqeed,Qral BlJ&k9ro.wlSl 

On April 18, 1984, the Commission issued an order 
instituting this investigation of the electric utilities' 
transmission systems to determine whether transmission limitations 
existed which would constrain'the development of cogeneration and 
small power projects (OFs). PG&E, southern california Edison 
(Sct:), San Diego Gas, and Electric (SDG&E), Pacific Power and Light 
(PP&L) and Sierra ,Pacific Power (Sierra Pacific) were named as 
respondents_ Each was required to tile statements assessing the 
likelihood, that OF development would be constrained by transmission 
system limitations in its territorY over the next 10 ye~rs. PG&E 
stated that it then expected ~he capacity ot pa~s' of its northern 
bulk and area tran~mission systems to be exceeded at times during 
the next lO'years dUe' to, QF dovelopment .. None ot the other 
utilities responded by predicting transmission limitations. 

PG&E, the commission staff,l and dosi<]nated OF 
,representatives stipulated that the maximum amount of new OF power 
that could be interconnected in the various constrained areas' 

1 Then'called the PUblic Statt Oivision, now called the Division 
of Ratepayer Advocates (DRA)~. 
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totalled 1150 MW. 2 The Commicsion adoptod thic stipulated amount 
in Decision' (O~) 84-08-037'and in O~84-11-123. 'l'wo weelcs later, 
the Commission ordered a continuation of an existing suspension ot 
Payment Option #3 tor interim Standard Offer 4 (S04) and found that 
a milestone procedure should ~e e$tablished tor measuring the 
progress and commitment of each QF and assessinq the nature of the 
QF market (0 .. 84-12-027). In 0.84-12-027, the Commission indieated 

i· 

that such a milestone procedure would be developed as part of this 
investigation. 

Since then, we have issued numerous decisions first 
esta~li$hing and then modifying the Interconnection Priority 
Procedure, which was later renamed the QF Milestone Procedure 
(QFMP).3 As part of this process, PG&E has maintained. two firct
come first-serVed priority lists: one' which ind.icates those 
projects which have been allocated access to transmission in the 
constrained. area, an~ another which is a waiting list for those 
projects whiCh have yet to receive transmission allocations.. 'l'his 
op'inion is in. response ~o the Petition (Joint Petition) of PG&E and 
ORA (petitioners) for Modification of D.87-04-039~ That 4ecision 
ad.opted the Revised Fifth Edition of the QF.MP, the version which is 
,currently~in' effect. 

The Joint petition was filed. on January 27, 1989* A 
deadline of' April 18, '1989 was established. 'for the filing' of 

2 The total available capacity was derived by ~ddin9' togother 
estimates of available capacity in each ot eight smaller portions 
of PG&E's northern area.. For a specific project seekin9 
interconnection, the total capacity available would ~e ~rrelevant 
if there was inSUfficient capacity available in the specific local 
area .. 

, . 
, 3, See, for instance,. 0.8'5-01-038, 0~8S-08-04S, O~8S-11-017, 
0.86-04-053, and 0.86-11-005· .. 
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comments in response to the Joint Petition. Protests were 
submitted by: I' 

1. California Save Our Stream Council, Inc. 
(SOS) 

2. Ronald E. Rulotson (Rulotson) 

3. Walter Hammeken (Hammeken) 

4. Friends ot the River, Sierra Club Mother 
Lode Chapter, et al. (FOR) 

In addition comments were submitted ~y~ 

1. Woodland Biomass Power (Woodland) 

2. Delta-Dynamis, Inc. (Delta-Dynamis) 

3~ Independent Ener~ Producers Association 
(lEP) 

4. Simpson Paper Company (Simpson paper) 

5. GWF Power systems Company, Inc. (GWF) 

6,. Catalyst/Sunsweet Coqeneration Ltd 
pa~nership' (Catalyst/Sunsweet) 

Letters eoxnme~tin9 on the Joint Petition were received trom.: 
, ' 

1. Assemblyma~ Byron Sher, dated March' 16, 1989 

2'. Donalc1 B. Head., Diroctor ot Public Wor~ tor 
Sonoma County, dated. AprilS, 1989 

3. Frank H. Wilson, wilson-7 Enerqy Systems, 
dated April 9, 1989 . 

4. William R. Archibald, Flowind.Corp., dated 
April 7, 1989 

On May 18, 1989, PG&E and ORA each tiled responses to these 
protests and comments. A deadline of June 5·, 1989 was set tor the 
SUbmission of tinal comments. 
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%hs: er::oP.:2:ml 
PG&E and ORA state that there are three purposes ~ehine 

their proposal: 
1. To encourage those QFs which are not 

seriously proceeding with their projects to 
voluntarily remove themselves trom PG&E'c 
northern constrained area transmission 
allocation list., 

2. 

., 
",. 

To provide an opportunity for certain QFs 
in the const.rained area t.o postpone 
operation by extending the S-year operation 
deadline, and. 

To strengthen the QFMP requirements in the 
transmission eonstraine~ area in a manner 
intended to prevent projects from 
"stagnating" on ~he alloc~tion list .. 

PG&E and ORA emphasized that the proposal should. be 
accepted ~r rejected in its entirety .. · The elements of the proposal 
contained. in the Joint Petition can be summarized. as tollows: 

1.. Amnesty Proposal. A 90-d.ay amnesty period. 
would ~e set during which QF's on the 
transmission allocation list could withdraw 
their projects" terminate their power 
purchase agreements (PPA's) and ,receive a 
full retund. of their QFMP project fees • 

2. 
. 

BlankotOc~errals.· The sponsors ot any QF 
whien moves oft the waiting list as a 
result ot the amnesty program and is 
allocated transmission capacity would be 
invited to sign a deferral agreement" 
delaying the project from 3 to 5 years. 
Any project for which a deferral agreement 
is not signed within 60 days of the 
approval of the amnesty program would not 
be entitled to an extension of the S-year 
on-line date. The fixed prices paid to a 
QF electing deferral would be the fixed 
energy and capacity prices the QF would 
have received it the original operation 
deadline had appliec1. If a projec'c needed 
to beqinoperation Detore the minimum 

. 3-year d.eferral date'" it woulc1 De paid 
under an as-d.eliverec1 arrangement until the 
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contractual deferral date. If a QF on the 
allocation list could demonstrate viability 
under the oriqinal S-year deadline" shorter 
deterrals could ~e pursued. 

3. Grandfathering' Provision.. Proj ects whieh 
recoived transmission allocations after 
January 1, 1988 ~ut ~etore Commission 
approval of this proposal would ~e allowed 
to choose to participate in the deferral 
proqram. 

4. Roporting Requirement. Quarterly statue 
reports would ~e required from each QF in 
order to remain on the transmission 
priority list. 

S • Interconnection Infor.m.ation Roquircmcnt. 

Disgssion 

Those projects tor which the utility must 
perform an interconnection study would be 
required to provide the utility with any 
additional needed information within G. 
months or risk removal from the 
transmission priority list • 

'I'he issues raised. in the protests and comments filed in 
, reaction to the Joint Petition fit into several general cate90rios. 

" ' Projects' Which Received Allocations 
meL Jarman 1« 1988 

PG&E and, ORA argued that,. as a·, :matter ot equity, QFs 
which receivec1 translnis'sion allocations afte:z:: January 1,. 1988 ~ut 
prior to the approval of the Joint Petition should be allowed to 
defer their projects Under the same conditions as QFs which receive 
transmission allocations after approval of the Joint P~tition. 
various objections were offered by those filin9 protests and 
comments. Woodland Biomass arquec1 that this grandtatherin9 
provision was too narrow and should be expanded to qrant amnesty to 
any projeet which terminated its Power Purchase Agreement (FPA) 
after January 1, 1988.. GWF commented that the deferral option 
should be made ,available to all QFs whieh had ~een offered 
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transmission after January 1" 1988, even if they had initially 
rejected the offer. Oelta-Oynamis suq~ests that PG&E not be 
required to renew offers of allocations to projects that have 
previously lost their allocations due to failure to meet QFMP 
requirements other than Milestone 12.4 

In response, PG&E arqued that its proposal is not unfair 
to projects which had failed to maintain transmission allocation or 

t .. 

had voluntarily vacated the transmission list because it does 
nothing to chanqc their statuz. PG&E suqqezts that those offered 
allocations after January 1, 1988, who turned allocations down or 
failed'to maintain them should be placed on the bottom of the 
waiting list if these QFs wish to participate in ~he deferral 
program. However, PG~E states that it strongly opposes any 
proposal which would restore such projects to their former 
positions. 

DRA offered a slightly different modification. It 
suggested that QFs which were offered a transmis~ion allocation 
after January 1, 1988 but whieh have sinee lost the allocation for 
failure to meet a requirement of the QFMP should be restored to, the 
waiting lis~ in the order which existed as of January 1, 1988. At 
the same time, ORA'suggested that those' projeets whieh voluntarily 
requeste~ and received reseission of their PPAs should not be given 
this opportunity. 

GWF arqucd, in response, that there is no convincins 
rationale for givinq preferred treatment to those lifeless projects 
which stayed on the transmission priority list over those whieh, in 
good faith, removed themselves from the list. GWF suggested that 
those receivinq transmission allocations'atter Janua~ 1, 1988, who 
kept their PPAs alive should be given priority treatment even if 

4 The requirement that the project meet the eontractual 5-year 
time limit tor cominq on-line. 
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they initially rejected the allocation. Finally, sos argues that 
the creation of any distinction based on ~anuary 1, ~988 or any 
other past date is arbitrary and· does nothing to- overcome any 
inequities which may exist. 

An obvious question po~ed by the Joint Petition is 
whether it is likely to have the desired ettect ot elearinq non
viable projects oft the transmission allocation list.5 ~he 
Grandfather Provision appears to work against that goal. On the 
surface, it seems only tair to extend the otter of automatic 
deferrals to QFs which received transmission allocations in the 
months just prior to the proposed amnesty proqram. However, any 
method for determining how far the benefit should be spread will :be 
arbitrary, by definition. As the comments indicate, the approach 
chosen by the Petitioners benefits some, but appears unfair'to· 
others. Of greater concern, however, is the ,fact that under the 
Grandfathering provision, some non-viable QFs which currently have 
allocations would be 9iven on-line extensions of as long az 5 
years" no questions as~ed. Instead of clearing these non-vi~le 
projects otf the list,. the Joint Petition would bring' some of them 
back to life. This result is contrary not only to the stated goals 
ot the Joint ,Petition, but to the thrust of our approach to 
contract administration, as well. As discussed below, although we 
have sanctione~ the granting of deferrals to QFs where there are 
clear benefits to ratepayers from doirl9 so, we h.ave strictly 
limited such deferrals to viable projects. We find no persuasive 
reason for departing from that restriction in this instance. 

:N~O'tiated Rete;xals 
In the Joint Petition, PG&E, and ORA proposed that any 

project moving onto the transmission allocation list after 

S- A viab'le proj ect is one which is reasonal:lly certain to operate 
on or before its contractual deadline in the absence of a deferral. 

- s 
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January 1, 1988, including those receiving allocations as a result 
of the amnesty proposal, be allowed to "negotiate" 3- to S-year 
deferrals. Both Woodland Biomass, and Oelta-Oynamis argued that 
PG&E should not be able to negotiate with QFs tor such deferrals-
they should be available to those QFs'as a matter ot right. The 
apparent tear is that PG&E would carry special advantage into any 
sue~~egotiations and might extract from QFs concessions which were 
not contemplated by the Joint Petition. PG&E responded by 

suggesting that a standard set of terms should govern QF deferrals, 
that the only detail to be "neqotiated" would be the exact length 
of the deferral within the 3- to S-year boundaries. 

In essence, under the· proposed program,. PG&E would grant 
deferrals without negotiating at all. this is part of our concern. 
In 0.88-10-032, in which we set forth our Final ,Guidolinoz for 
Contract Administration of Standard Offers, we emphasized that a 
modification of a,standard ofter contract should only be aqreed to 
if commonsurate concessions arc made to the benefit of 
ratepayers.6 If an otherwise non-viable QF is brought back to 
life by granting a deferral in the absence ot price or non-price 
concessions, the balance required in the guidelines has not boen 
struck. In 'its response to comments, PG&E removod any doubt that 
the proposed'modifications would lead to·this result. 

COnce:m.s Speci:fical.ly Directed. 
'to SJnaU ijydroek:£!;ri£ PrQj~s 

SOS, FOR, and Assemblyman Sher all expres~Cld concern that 
the proposal to allow some non-viable QFs to· receive deterrals 
could bring back to life many small hydroelectric (small hydro) 
projects which are on the waitinq list and are incapable of' 
deliverinq power by their contractual deadlines. FOR argues that 
the potential for greater small hy~o development makes this 

6 0.88-l0-032, Conclusion of Law 4, mimeo. page 45-. 
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decision one which should be subject to the requirements of the 
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Which could include the 
preparation of an environmental impact report. SOS and Assemblyman 
Sher suggest that,. at a minimum, any new small hydro projeet~ 
allowed to receive transmission allocations be required to comply 
with all applicable state laws. 

In response, PG&E o~jected to the notion of singling out 
one qroup ot QFs for special treatment or requirements, but stated 
that it did not object to a requirement that all QF projects 
obtaining deferrals as a result of the Petition must comply with 
all valid, applicable requirements: of California state rC9Ulatory 
authorities. DRA, on. the other hand., would spec'itieally address 
the small hydro· issue by revising Section IV(C) of the QFMP, which 
sets forth the definition of the Critical Path Permit. DRA would 
add the requirement that hydro facilities subject to Section 2821 
of the PUblic Utilities Code obtain the certification of the State 
water Resources Control Board prescribed by statute • 

Because we reject the Joint Petition on other ground=, 
the implications·of this proposal tor accelerated small hydro 
d.evelopment need not be addressed. 

Problems Intm4Ps:~):>y ChM9ing ~.RUlw 
Hammeken owns a project ~~ich he chose to eonstruct even 

though it was on the QF waiting list tor a transmission allocation. 
He states that he decided to ~ui14 the proj~ct without an as~urancc 
ot transmission access after having assessed the l,ikelihood ot 
gaining that access under the current rules. While he remains 
willing to accept that risk, he argues that it is,unfai'r to now . , 

change the rules in a manner which might decrease his chances of 
gaining access to transmission. He states that his concern is 
derived from the portion ot the Joint Petition which would allow 
non-viable projects with transmission allocations as well as non
viable projects ahead ot his QF on the waiting list t~ receive 

- 10 -
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deferrals. This is a factor that he says he cou14 not have taken 
into account when assessing his investment risk. 

The Joint Petitioners claim to have· at least partially 
responded to Hammeken's concerns by modifying their proposal to 
include a two-phased approach to new transmission allocations. 
Remaining allocations would first be offered to projects not 
requiring deferrals. Then, Whatever is left would ~e made 
available to the other projects on the waiting list. 

While this alteration appears responsive to, Hammeken's 
problem, it underscores the hazards ot changing the rules midway 
through a,program. An undetermined number of business decisions 
were m4lde and investment risks were assessed on the basis of the . 
existing rules. While none of the QFs on the waitinq list were 
promised eventual access to transmission in the constrained areas, 
it would not have been unreasonable to expect that the proqram 
would remain fundamentally unchanged. It the Joint Petition was 
adopted, who knows how many other adjustments to this program would 
later be-required to meet reasonable business expectations. 
Without greater, confidence that the Joint Petition would accomplish 
its intended purpose, we choose not to take on this risk, 

.', ' 

InC9DsiQj;cncv with...Commissi.Q.o PoJ.i.&y 

Both SOS and FOR asserted that the Joint Petition is 
inconsistent with Commission policy, as eXpressed most clearly in 
the tinal Report to the L~gisla~e 0ni Joint CECJCEUC He~ring~n 
Excess Elcct~i9al Generating Capaeit~ (SB 1970 Report) which, in 
part~ sets forth a "tough but fair" approach to managing the 
contracts of OFs which have yet to 90, on-line. The S8 1970 Report 
stated that all parties to QF contracts are o~liqed to meet the 
terms of their original agreements. "In general," it conclud.ed, "a 
tou9h but fair policy means that both QFs and utilities should. 
honor the contracts as Written, but contract modifications shoulcl 
be considered where it is in the ratepayer's best interest to· do 
so." (At p. i.) PG&E responded to the argument only·by sayinq 
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that it is "baseless" and that the authors of the sa 1970 Report 
were sensitive to the pr~blems'in the transmission constraine4 
area. ORA did not respond to the argument. 

50S and FOR are correct in stating that the Joint 
Petition is inconsistent with our policy as set forth in the 58 
1970 Report. That report stated that contractual on-line deadlines 
should be handled as follows (at page 98): 

"C~he CEC and the CPOCJ think that the best way 
to resolve this difficult issue is by requiring 
that the five year deadline be enforcee, 
although exceptions may be made where one of 
two special circumstances can be shown. ~he 
first circumstance is where the QF cannot come 
on-line within five years ot contraet execution 
because of an event constitutinq torce majeure. 
The second circumstance is Where the QF could 
indisputably meet the deadline, but where there 
would also be benefits to ratepayers from 
deferring the on-line date of the project." 

The projects Which woulct ~e atfected by the Joint 
Petition cannot generically be said to fit within the limits of 
either sa 1970 Report exception. More importantly, the Joint 
Petition is inconsistent with the speCific contract administration 
guidelines'.,we adopted in Rulemaking 88-06-007, which followed. the 
issuance of the SB 1970 Report. That rulemakinq culminated. in 
0.8S-10~032, Which adopted our "Final Guiaelines for Contract 
AdJninistration ot ·Stand'Ard. ottors" (Guidelinos). 

Both the SB 1970 Report and our Guidelines stata that the 
inability to obtain transmission capacity in PG&E's transmission 
constrained area is unlikely to be viewed as a valid torce majeure. 
(SB 1970 Report,. p. 102 ~ Guidelines, see. III.S:- 0.88-10-032, 
Conclusion 0' Law 24, mimeo., p. 47.) AlthoU9h we eannot foresee a 
cireumstance where PG&E's transmission eonstraints would ereate or 
contribute to a valid claim ot force majeure, we d~ not have to 
resolve that question in this decision. 

- 12 -
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. . 

Our Guidelines also emphasize the importance of 
establishinq the viability of a OF before qrantinq a deferral (or 
extension) the QF's five-year on-line date, a concern also 
expressed in the SB 1970 Report. (See, e.q., Guidelines, 
sec. I11.6.) It cannot be said that all the non-operating QFs 
subjoct to transmission constraints woul~ meet the 5-yoar deadlines 
in the absence of deferrals. In fact, the implications in the 
Joint Petition are just the opposite. Blanket ~eterrals would be 
offered to certain QFS' partially because they would be unable to 
otherwise satisfy their contracts. As we explained at page 104 ot 
the SB 1970 Report: 

"(wJe retuse to eviscerate the five-year 
deadline by allowinq a deferral tor every 
project that requests one. ~he benefit of ~ 
deferral comes trom delaying a project that 
woulci clearly come on-line within five years; 
there is no benefit in deferring a project that 
could not otherwise meet the five-year 
deadl ine. ,,. 

~he Joint petition, on the other hand, would grant 
deferrals in the transmission constrained area for projects whether 
or not they could come on-line during ~e contractual ~ive-year 
period. 'We see no overriding benefit which would justify so 
dramatically departin~ from our current policy. 

yj.ablc ys, NoD:xiablc 1X21~ 
A key component of the Jo·int Petition is that any project 

qaining access to transmission allocation as a result of the 
amnesty (as well as any project currently on the allocation list 
which received its allocation after January 1,. 198,8) wou14 be . 
ot!ereQ a 3- to S-year de~erral~ ~he deferral would be ot!ere4 
whether or not the project is considered to be viable. CUrrent 
Commission policy favors. deferrals only for viable projects. 

Several commentors (inclUding Rulotson, Hammeken, Simpson 
Paper, and Catalyst/Sunsweet) objected to the tact that the Joint 
Petition would allow non-viable projects to claim a transmission 

.... 
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allocation and receive life-saving deferrals while potentially . 
viable projects would remain on the waiting list and" perhaps, 
never receive transmission allocations. In response, the 
Petitioners modified their proposal ~y creating a two-phase process 
for claiming any transmission allocations made available by the 
amnesty program. First, allocations would ~e otfered to projects 
which agree not to request any deterrals or other contract 
extensions. Then, any remaining allocations would ~e otfered to 
projects making no such promises. Deferrals would also be 
availabl~ to projects which received allocations after January 1, 
1988, and have taken actions to' preserve their priorities, whether 
or not they are otherwise viable. 

The problem raised by commentors and the responses ot the 
Petitioners uncierseo'r,es the complications resulting when ,de:ferrals 
are offered to otherwise non-viable projects. As discussed above, 
we do not see merit in such a fundamental change to our exist~nq 
policy. In ac:1dition, the two-phased approach described above 
raises curious contradictions. Under the proposal as modified, 
deferrals would :be allowed, :for some projects which already have 
transmission allocations, even it they are otherwise non-viable 
(the'Giandtathering'Provision). ~his is inconsistent with our 
guidelines, which prohibit deterrals for non-v.iable projeets. 
Then;, in 'order' to qualify.' fo:r: the 'first 'phase of new t~ansmissi'On 
allocations, QFs on the waiting list which are clearly viable would 
be precluded :from ever seeking deferrals. ~his is inconsistent 
witn our gUidelines, Which allow for deferrals where there are 
clear benetits to ratepayers. Finally, any remaining transmission 
capacity would be available to other QFs on the waiting list~ who 
are likely to be non-viable, but who would nonetheless be 
encouraged to accept deferrals. 'rhus, the Joint Petition would 
help non-viable projects retain the right to use lucrative interim 
S04 contracts while discouraging the deferral ot projects which 
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have more viable demands to the high contractual rates. We cannot 
support such a proposal • 

. RatepAYer Impact XSSUe!l 

FOR argues that it would be very expensive tor ratepayers 
if projeots holding interim S04 contracts which are due to expire 
were allowed to· 'revive their projects by receiving extensions ot up 
to 5 years in their contraotual operating dates. SOS suggests that 
PG&E should bear the risk of payments in excess of actual avoided 
costs as a result of S02 or 504 oontraot extensions. In addition, 
SOS focuses on the dollars returned to- projeot,proponents under the 
amnesty proposal which otherwise would aocrue to the benefit of 
ratepayers. 50S arques that,QFs have no riqht to ask tor their 
deposits back, because if actual avoided costs had exceeded S04 and 
various projeots failed,. the deposits would have been the 
ratepayer's only liquidated damages. Finally, SOS arques that the 
Joint Petition would violate the Federal PUblic Utilities 
Requlatory Polioies, Act of 1978 (PORPA) by providing'an opportunity 
for more payments to' QFs at rates above avoided cost. In support 
of this point, 50S referred to, but did not cite, a federal court 
decision involving ~e orange & Rockland company. 

'PG&E responded to concerns of negative ratepayer impacts 
by saying that these arguments ignore the real benefits accruing to 
ratepayers through deterral of aQF'project. In rasponae, FOR 

, . ' . . 

stated that PG&E's position ignores the much more s~stantial 
benefits accruing to ratepayers it interim S04 contracts for non
viable projects are simply not renewed, extended or deferred. As 
tor the PURPA arg'Ul'l'Lent,- PG&E asacrts that SOS givo&. no , 
comprehensible basis for its position. DRA did not respond to 
issues. concerning ratepayer impacts. 

Based on the record before us, we can reaeh no conclusion 
as to the likely impacts on ratepayers if the Joint Petition were 
to be 9rante4. We are equally unable to determine what impact, if 
any, a prediction of ratepayer impacts would have on a deeision on 

" .. 
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the merits ot the Joint Petition. Howevor, it is clear that thero 
exist triable issues ot tact c~ncernin9 potential ratepayer impacts 
and their significance which are not adequately addressed in the 
filings before us. 

The .Need for HeariU9§ 

SOS argued that the issues raised by the Joint Petitioner 
are not the type of minor issues which are properly the suJjject of 
a Petition for Moditication. Instead, SOS position is that the 
underlying OIl should be reopened and that the proposal should ~e 
sUbject to evidentiary hearings. 50S asserts that the Petitioners 
should ~e required, in those hearings, to demonstrate the ratepayer 
~enefits from the amnesty program. In addition, it is argued that 
parties should address alternatives to the Joint Petition, 
includinq efforts to make the remaining transmission capacity 
available to QFs with SOl and final 504' contracts..' 

Rulofson stated that if hearings were held, he would. 
present evidence concerning the existence of non-viable QF,~ on tho 
transmission allocation and waiting lists and the amount of 
capacity that he asserts would be available if the commission 
properly enforced its existing rules. Hammek~n asked that the 
Joint Petition·be "heard and be subject to·modificationH in 
response to the pro~lems he raised a~out the effects of changing 
the rules ·at this. late' date .. ' " ' 

PG&E responded by claiming that no parties properly 
requested that hearings be held. 

We disagree~ As discussed above, SOS and FOR have 
adequately demonstrated the need tor evidentiary hearings to 
address ratepayer impacts. In addition, wo would wish to more 
carefully consider the implications ot the Jo·int Petition on viable 
QFs who are on the waiting list. Although the Petitioners have 
modifiod their proposal to accommodate the concerns ot Rulotson and 
Hammeken, it is not clear that they have successfully preserved. the 
rights ana le~itimate expectations of those on the waitinq list. 

.. 14~ -
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It we were inclined to grant the Joint Petition, hearings would ~e 
necessary. This would create a serious pro~lem, in that it would 
add months to tho time neodod to r¢eolvo thiz' matter and contri~ut¢ 
to any uncertainties that it has qenerated in the QF mar~et~ 
However, a decision to deny the Joint Petition merely maintains the 
status quo and does not require hearings~ 

c:reclit for Time Absor.bed. by the 
Joint Pe~itiQn Proc~ss 

Rulofson, catalyst/Sunsweet, ana Delta-Dynamis arqued 
that the filing of the Joint Petition on January 27, 1989, 
disrupted the status quo-. Since it was suggested that the rules 
under which they operated might soon change, it is arqued that :many 
projects may have lost momentum. Rulofson and catalyst/Sunsweet 
asked that, if the Joint Petition is rejected" all QFs on the 
transmission allocation ana waiting list in· the transmission
constrained area be given a day-for-day extension of time for 
meeting, contractual o~ligations eqUal to the time during which the 
Joint Petition was pending~ Delta-Oynamis- arquod that any order 
issued in, response to the ,Joint Petition should reflect the period 
du~ing which the outcome was pending, no, matter what direction that 
order t~es. PG&E and ORA did not respond to this issue~ 

We ar,e not persuaded. :by these arCJUlllents' to grant an 
extension of 'the five-year.deacnines~, The mere'fact that a 
petition to moelify our policies in the transmission constrainc<i 
area was :l!'iled does not alter the obligations ot the QFs (and PG&E) 
un<ier the standard offer contracts. We expect that QFs have 
continued to fulfi;l those obligations to the best of their 
abilities, rather than rely on the possibility t~t we might 
approve the Jo,int Petition. Were we to grant an extension ot the 
five-year d.ead.lines, we would be unilaterally altering a 
fundamental term in the existing standard offer contracts~ without 
benefi.t of hearinqs and without the consent of the parties to the 
contraet. That would contravene our oft-stated poliey that a deal 
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• 
is a deal. If an individual QF affeeted by the pendency of the 

'Joint Petition wishes to have its eontraetual obli~ations ~odi!ied, 
it may seek to, negotiate a modifieation with PG&E. As with other 
efforts to modify existing standard offer contracts, the 
negotiations should be guided by o.sa-10-032 and our Guidelines, 
including the viability guidelines. 

. UDd1ngs ofFAc:t 
1. PG&E and DRA believe that the transmission alloeation 

list in PG&E's northern transmission constrained area contains many' 
projects whieh have no hope of meetinq their contractual on-line 
obligations. 

2. PG&E and DRA further believe that the current QFMP 
process tails, to· force or encourage such projects to, relinquish 
their transmission allocations. 

3. The proposals contained in the Joint Petition are 
in~ended to encourage those QFs which are not seriously proceeding 
with their projects to voluntarily remove themselves from PG&E's 
northern constrained area transmission. allocation list. 

4. It is unclear whether the proposal taken as a whole woule 
effectively meet its intended goal. 

S. The proposal would provide an opportunity for certain QFs 
in the constrained area to postpone operation by extending the 
contractual five-year operation deadline. 

6.. It is our established policy 'to· encourage operation 
deferrals only for projects which are reasonably certain to operate 
on or before their contractual deadlines in the absence of a 
deferral and where the deferral would result in clear benefits for 
ratepayers .. 

7. Under the proposal, PG&E would offer deferrals to some 
projects whether or not they would be reasonably certain to operate 
on or before their contractual deadlines in the absence of a 
deferral. 

- 18 -
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s. Changing the oxiztinq transmission allocation rules at 
this time would introduce new uncertaintiez and complications, ( , 
without elear benefits. 

9. The record before us is insuftieient to allow us to 
determine whether or not the proposal as a whole would result in 
clear benefits to ratepayers. 

lO~ An extension of the five-year deadline in existing 
standard offer eontracts as requested by commentors would be a 
unilateral alteration of a fundamental term in existing standard 
offor contracts, without the consent ot the parties to tho 
contract. 
~2,neJ.\lsioDs otJAw 

1. As a whole, the proposals contained in the Joint Petition 
are inconsistent with existing commission poliey. 

2. Based on the record before us, we cannot conelude that it 
wo~ld ~e in the best interest of PG&E or its ratepayers to grant 
this petition • 

3. 'rho petition should be denied. 
4. The eommentors' request for an extension of the five-year 

deadline to, refleet the pendeney ot the Joint Petition should be 
denied.. 

IT' IS ORDERED that: 
1. The Joint Petition for Modification ot 0.87-04-039 iz 

denied • 
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2. PG&E shall continuo to undertake all rcacona~lc ct!ort~ 
to encourage the release of transmic~ion allocations currently held 
by projects which have no hope o! meeting their contractual 
obligations. 

1'hi::: order is effective today., 
Dated. JUL 19 1S8S ,at San Francisco, California. 
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8. Changing the existing transmission 
this time would introduce new uncertaintiee and 
without elear benefits. 

9. The record before us is insufficient 0 allow us to 
determine whether or not the proposal as le would result in 
clear benefits to ratepayars. 

10. An extension ot the five-year ... 
standard offer contracts as requested b commentors would be a 
unilateral alteration of a funaamenta term in existing stanaard 
ofter contracts, without the con~entlot the partie~ to the 
contract. 
92nxl.y.siQD~ 0: Law 

1. As a whole, contained 1n the Joint Petition 
are inconsistont'with oxistin Commission policy. 

2. Based on the recor before us, we cannot concludo that it 
would be in the best intere~ of'~G&E or its rate~ayers to grant 
this petition. / ' 

3'. ' The petition ISho'Uld be denied. 
4. ,The commentors/ request tor an extension of the five

year deadline to, reflec ~he pendency of the Joint Petition 
should be'denied. 

IT' IS ORD£RED that: 
1. The Joz·n! Petition for Modification of 0.87-04-039 is 

denied. 
2. Those rojects on the waitinq list for transmission 

allocations in iacific Gas and Electric Company's (PG&E) northern 
transmission c~strained area and all projects in that area which 
received tran~isSion allocations after January 1, 1988, shall be 
eligible for ;extensions of time for complying with unmet QF.MP 

milestones rFsulting in an overall extension ot Milestone 12 equal 
to the number of days :between January 27, 1989 and. the date of this 
d.ecis.ion .. 
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:3 • PG&E shall continue to und.ertake all reasonaJ:)le efforts:" 
t~ encourage the release of transmission allocations currentl held 
by projects which have no-hope of meetinq their contractual 
obliqations. .. 

,/ 
/ 

, ' 

This order is effecti ·/e today. 
Dated , at San Francisco, 

- 20· -
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